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The random coded modulation :
performance and Euclidean distance spectrum evaluation*
H61io M A G A L I - I A E S D E O L I V E I R A **
G 6 r a r d B A T T A I L ***

Abstract

We apply the random coding argument to coded modulation. The well-known union bound on the error probability of general signaling schemes is revisited. The
random coded modulation idea is introduced and a simple bound on the average performance of coded constellations is presented. A relationship between the union
bound and the cut-off rate is exhibited by introducing the
concept of N-dimensional partial cut-off rate. We define
finite theta series for bounded finite-dimensional constellations and their related transfer functions. Bounds
on the block and symbol error probability based on the
transfer function are derived. The discussion is then
focused on the squared Euclidean distance distribution. The evaluation of such parameters as its first two
moments (average squared distance and squared distance variance) is considered by either finite theta series or transfer function of the bounded signal set. The
Euclidean distance spectra of a f e w multidimensional
coded modulation schemes based on square~cross constituent two-dimensional constellations are presented.
Their respective partial cut-off rates are computed. We
discuss the asymptotic behaviour and we show that
almost all very long coded constellations are good
(actually, they tend to become quasi-identical in a certain sense). Finally, we examine how to extend the initial
union bound to Gallager-type bounds.

Key words : Random coding, Error probability, Signal set,
Code distance, Quadrature modulation, M-ary modulation, Asymptotic
behavior, Upper bound.

MODULATION CODI~E
AVEC CODAGE ALI~ATOIRE :
PERFORMANCES ET I~VALUATION
DU SPECTRE DE DISTANCE EUCLIDIENNE

R6sum~

Le concept de codage al(atoire est appliqu~ d la modulation cod(e. On revient d'abord sur la borne par
r~union, bien connue, de la probabilitd d'erreur d'un
systdme de communication quelconque. L'id(e de codage aldatoire est introduite et une borne simple sur
les performances moyennes des constellations cod~es est
pr~sent~e. Une relation entre la borne par rdunion et
le d~bit de coupure ( c u t o f f r a t e ) est obtenue en introduisant le concept de d(bit de coupure partiel Ndimensionnel. La s~rie thdta et la fonction de transfert
correspondante sont introduites pour une constellation
born~e dans un espace d nombre de dimensions fini.
Des bornes de la probabilit( d' erreur par bloc et par
symbole, bas~es sur cette fonction de transfert, sont (tablies. On examine ensuite la distribution des distances
euclidiennes carries. Des paramdtres comme ses deux
premiers moments (moyenne et variance du carr( de la
distance) sont ~valu(s au moyen soit de la s(rie thdta,
soit de la fonction de transfert de la constellation. Les
spectres des distances euclidiennes de quelques schemas
de modulation cod(e multidimensionnelle bas(s sur des
constellations planes carries ou en forme de croix sont
pr~sent~s. Leurs d(bits de coupure partiels sont calculus.
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France.
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On considdre le comportement asymptotique de constellations coddes trds longues et on montre qu'elles sont
presque toutes bonnes ; elles tendent d'ailleurs ~ devenir quasi identiques en un certain sens. Finalement, on
examine comment la borne par rdunion initiale peut dtre
gdndralisde ~ des bornes du type de Gallager.
Mots el~s : Codage al~atoire, Probabilit~ erreur, Jeu signal, Distanee code, Modulationquadrature, Modulationm-aire,Comportement
asyrnptotique, Limite sup~rieure.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the deepest ideas of coding theory is the random coding argument introduced by Shannon [1]. On the
other hand, many efficient coding techniques have been
developed much later using the famous idea of coded
modulation by Ungerboeck [2]. In this paper we intend
to amalgamate these two concepts : random coding is
combined with 2-dimensional modulation e.g., quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), in order to investigate the average performance of multidimensional coded constellations. We were in part motivated by the
fact that some extremely regular codes appear to mimic
the random code [3, 4].
An upper bound on the average error probability of
random coded modulation is presented in section II. It
derives from the union bound and leads to the definition
of a partial cut-off rate, where partial means here that
this quantity does take into account the actual number
of dimensions. Following, we define finite theta series
f o r bounded multidimensional constellations and their
related transfer functions. An interesting bound on the
N-dimensional error probability of coded constellations
is developed which is based on the transfer function and
can also be applied to lattices. This bound presents a
strong likeness with that on performance of convolutional codes earlier introduced by Viterbi [5], and it is
also related to that on the trellis codes performance by
Zehavi-Wolf [6].
In section III the distance spectra of multidimensional
random coded constellations are investigated and examples are given. Parameters of the distance spectrum like
ANN.T'~COMMtm..47, n~ 3-4, 1992

the mean and the variance of the squared Euclidean distance are evaluated in terms of either the finite theta
series or the transfer function of the constellation. The
distance distribution is calculated for some multidimensional constellations based on square/cross constituent
2-dimensional (2D) constellations. Further, we prove
that an interesting phenomenon of normalized squared
distance hardening occurs, which shows that the average
squared distance becomes dominant on the error rate
for high-dimensional constellations. This result confirms
the fact that minimal distance is not significant for long
codes [7-8]. It may also be related to our recent finding
that lattices exist which can achieve the channel capacity
[9]. We develop in section IV upper bounds on the symbol error probability still based on the transfer function
of the signal set.
The behaviour of very high dimensional constellations
is investigated in section V and we prove that almost
all coded constellations become good as dimensionality
increases. Besides, we show that almost all coded signal
sets tend to become quasi-identical in a sense to be
specified later. Section VI is devoted to Gallager-type
bounds which extend the union bound on which the
previous sections relied. Section VII provides a summary
and concluding remarks.

II.

BOUNDS ON THE ERROR PROBABILITY
AND PARTIAL CUT-OFF RATE

The following theorem is well known. Indeed, it
can be found in many textbooks (e.g. [10-11]). We
nevertheless give a proof of it. This will enable us to
introduce the notations to be used in the remainder.
Moreover, much of the results pertaining to random
coded modulation will be obtained by slight variations
with respect to this basic theorem so the detail of its
proof is useful to understand the sequel.
The noise will be considered to be additive white
and Gaussian (AWGN)with a double-sided spectral power
density a 2 = No~2 (W/Hz)/dim. Concerning notation,
we adopt the symbol := to denote equals by definition
and exp2(x ) will denote 2 x.
Theorem 1 (union bound) : the error probability
Pe(N) of an N-dimensional constellation with M
equally likely signals over an AW~N channel is upper
bounded by :

d~---dmin

where %v = Eav/No is the signal-to-noise ratio, P ( C )
is the average normalized power per 2-dimensional symbol, Nav(d 2) is the average number of signal pairs with
squared Euclidean distance d 2 in the constellation, and
dmin ~ d ~ dmax2/18
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Proof. Let {So,Sl,'",SM-1} denote the signals
of a (coded or uncoded) N-dimensional constellation.
Since si is a point in an N-dimensional space, it can
be written in terms of its coordinates, that is, si =
( 8 i l , 8 i 2 , ' ' " , 8 i N _ l , S i N ). The squared Euclidean distance between two signal points, si and sj, is given by :
N

where P(si ---* sj) denotes the probability of the event
si ~ sj. It should be pointed out that P(si ~ sj) for
j E Td does not depend on j but just on d 2 = d2(si, sj).
Moreover, it can easily be shown that :
(7)

P(si ~ sj)= 1/2 erfc t V --~5-a2 ]

N

\

/

d2(si,sj) = E d 2 ( s i k , sja) = E ( s i k - sjk) 2.

(1)

k=l

= 1/2 erfc

k=l

On the other hand, the error probability Pr
of an
N-dimensional signal set can be evaluated by :
M--1
1 M--1
(2) P~(N)= ~ P(sdP(elsd = --~ ~ P(elsd,
i=0

i=0

where P(si) is the probability that si is transmitted, and
P(elsi ) is the error probability conditioned on s~ being
transmitted. In order to calculate the conditional error
probability given that the signal si was transmitted, we
shall consider an index set Ti := {j E 0, 1 , . . . , M llj r i}. Certainly, an error is made iff the decoded
signal s belongs to the error set Ei := U {Sj }.

) ,

where the second equality results from the equality

"/~v = E~v/No = P(C)/2a 2. To simplify notation,
the pall'wise error probability of any two points i, j
with square distance d 2 will be denoted throughout by
e(d 2) := 1/2 e r f c ( ~ ) ,
where a := ~/av/4P(C).
Now, let Ni(d 2) = ITdl denote the cardinality of the
set Td i.e., the number of signals at a squared Euclidean
distance d 2 from si. It results from equalities (6) and (7)
that :
dmax

(8)

Ni(d2) e(d2)"

P(elsd _< E
d=dmi~

jET~

Hence,
(3)

Therefore, inserting into (2) we find :

P(elsi ) = P(decs E Ei) = P(decs E U {sj}),
jET~

where decs denotes the event decoding the signal s. For
simplicity, we dropped out given that si was transmitted.
We can make a partition of the index set Ti according
to the distance between si and the elements whose index
belongs to the set Ti. Let :
T/a := {j e 0, 1, 2 , . . . , M - lid2(si, sj)

(9)

1

M- 1

dmax

P~(N) < ~ E
i=0

E

ii(d2) e(d2)"

d=dmin

Finally, the proof is completed by changing the order of
the summations and defining
(10)

1
N~v(d2) := ~

M-1

i=0

---- d2},
dmax

be such a partition of T,. Then T [ C T, and U

T[ ----

gi(d2)'

E

which represents the average number of points at a
squared distance d 2 in the signal constellation. QED.

d~dmin

Ti. Furthermore, T d ~ T/' = 0 for d ~ d', 0 being
the empty set. This partition over the index set induces
a partition over Ei which is given by the following
subsets :
(4)

E d := {s3 C E{ld2(si,sj) = d e} = U {sj},
jev,

in such a way that E d ~ E d' = 0 for d # d'.
Applying this partition, the error set Ei can be rewritdmax

ten as Ei :

U

d=dmin

jETid

0x,_n
dmax

d=dml,
3/18

~
jET d

)

---- 2

and re-

membering that Nay(drain)
2
~ 4 (for large M) and
P(C) -- d2min(M- 1)/6, we derive the well known
approximation of the symbol error probability :
Pe(2) ~ X/2Nav(d2min)
f /d2min/4
~
(~
3%Vl))
erfc t V p--ff--(-~Tav) ~ 2 erfc
2(/~-9
In the following, we apply the famous random coding
argument to coded modulation systems.

where si ~ sj denotes the event decoding sj when s~ is
sent and sj is considered the only alternative. Applying
the union bound (see e.g. [111, p. 60) to the above
equation results in :

P(els d <_ ~

{ d2in/ 4

to-noise ratio L p - f f ~ % v >> 1 , dmin

(11)

U{sj }"

Consequently, it follows from (3) that :

(6)

Indeed, this theorem applies to both coded and uncoded constellations. As a simple example, we consider
the uncoded M-ary 2-dimensional constellation corresponding to narrow-sense QAM.Assuming a high signal-

P(si ---, sj),

Random coding.
Let us consider, to begin with, an N-dimensional
uncoded constellation (N even) created by concatenating N/2 identical 2-dimensional constellations whose
ANN. T~LtCOMMUN, 47, n ~ 3-4, 1992
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alphabet size is q, i.e., by taking the Cartesian product of a constituent 2-dimensional constellation with
itself N/2 times. From its total number of uncoded signals Munc = qN/2, we build an N-dimensional random coded constellation by a random (uniform) choice
of Mcod = qK/2 points (Mcod < Munc ; we moreover
assume that any point cannot be chosen more than once),
resulting in a rate of :
(12) R = ~

log 2 Meod = 1/2

log 2 q

bits/dim,

or a normalized rate [12, 131 of R = (K/N) log 2q bits
per 2-dimensional symbol.
The way of introducing redundancy by increasing the
alphabet size is the same as in Ungerboeck's work since
an alphabet of Munc signals is used whereas only M~od
of them may be transmitted. This coding technique may
be seen as Block Coded Modulation (BCM)where a q-dry
(N, K ) block code is picked at random. Additionally, it
should be pointed out that this process deals with the
ensemble of all codes and that no linearity assumption
is made. By abuse of language, a coded constellation
is referred to indistinctly as a code. Henceforth, we
denote by f~ an N-dimensional constellation while its
constituent 2-dimensional constellation is denoted by
f~2. Also, the minimal distance in the constituent 2dimensional constellation is denoted by do.
Now the idea of random coded modulation is used
in connection with Theorem 1 (union bound) in order
to estimate the average error probability of the set of all
codes. This is made according to the following theorem :
Theorem 2 (random coding) : let P~(N) be the
average error probability of a random coded modulation
with an N-dimensional signal set. Then the following
inequality holds :

_P~(N) <_ 1/2

N " ( d 2 ) e r f c fk VIp - - - ~ T a v ) ,

E

d=do

drnax

P~t(N) <

E

the superscript # l standing for the /-th code. We note
that all codes have not necessarily the same minimal
distance. We may use here the minimum of the minimal
distance among all conceivable distinct codes, namely
do. Similarly, they have not necessarily the same maximum distance, so dm~x in (13) should be understood
as the largest possible maximum distance in the set of
codes. Furthermore, there are at most Mcnd (Mcod -- 1)
terms in each sum. The mean error probability of random codes can be expressed as :
T~(N) = lim

where the unnormalized squared distance profile of the
random code is :
L
(16)
N~v(d2):=g__,~
E l i L1m
N~v#l2(d).
l=l
QED.

It should be stressed that N~v(d 2) is not the squared
distance profile of any code of the random ensemble
but rather the average profile resulting from taking
into account all codes. Now we introduce a normalized
squared distance profile referred to as squared distance

distribution.
Definition 1. The squared distance distribution (distance spectrum) of the uncoded constellation and the
average squared distance distribution of the random
coded constellation are respectively :
p(d2)unc :--

Nav(d2)/Munc
and

P ( d 2) :--

Nav(d2)/Mr

Nav(d 2) standing for the distance profile of the uncoded
N-dimensional constellation.
Evidently, one has ~ p(d2)unc = ~ f f ( d 2) = 1. The
way to evaluate Nav (d2), and consequently to estimate
the average performance, is quite simple.
Assumption 1. We consider that the N-dimensional
random coded constellation has the same distribution as
the uncoded N-dimensional signal set, that is to say,
P ( d 2) = p(d2)une.
An immediate consequence of this assumption is :
Nav(d 2) =

q-(Y-g)/2Nav(d2)

= e x P 2 { - g [ 1 / 2 log 2 q - R]} Nav(d2).
We intend now to show that this union bound is closely
linked to a cut-off rate Ro so that these bounds are
useless both near and above Ro. More general Gallagertype bounds will be introduced in section VI.

#t ( d2) e(d2), 1 < l < L,
Nlv

d=dmin

(14)

d~dmin

(17)

where N~v(d 2) denotes an average unnormalized
squared distance profile.
Proof. We deal with L codes chosen by random
means as suggested earlier. Applying the preceding theorem to each code, the following set of inequalities
results :
(13)

Thus, it results from the set of inequalities (13) that :
dmax
(15)
P~(N) < E
Nay(d2) e(d2)'

Theorem 3 (partial cut-off rate) : the average error
probability of an N-dimensional random coded signal
set is exponentially upper bounded by :

Pe(N) <_exP2{-N[no(N) - R]},
where Ro(N) = - 1 / N log 2 E[e(d2)] is referred to as
the N-dimensional partial cut-off rate.
Proof. Of course, the average error probability is
upper bounded according to Theorem 2 which can be
rewritten as 9
(18) Pe(N) <

1 ~-~L P~t(N).
/=1

ANN."~t~COMMUN..47, n~ 3-4, 1992
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Besides, a reliability function, namely
defined as :

E(R, Ro),

is

(19)

E(R,-Ro):=-l/Nlog2(d~ x -Nav(d2)e(d2)),
\d=dmin

so inequality (18) can be expressed in the form :
(20)
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P~(N) <

Theorem 4. For any dimensionality N, the partial
cut-off rate satisfies the following bounds : R0 (N)min _<
Ro(N) < R0(N)mean.
Sketch of the proof To prove this, observe that the
first bound is an immediate consequence of erfc(.) being
monotonically decreasing with d 2 and that the second
one can be proved by Jensen's inequality. QED.
When N is large enough, the asymptotic behaviour of
the R0 (N) bounds expressed in nats/dimension is given
by :

exp2[-NE(R, Ro)].

Remembering that M~od = exp2(NR), R in bits/
dimension, we put :

(26)

~0(N)rni n ~

2

and R0(N)m~an

E(R, N0)=-

1

[
d. . . . . .
2\
log2[exp2(NR) ~ / V ~ v ( a " ) e(d2~

-- mio

'

which yields :
(22)

x

-- =

)

-ff(d2)e(d2) - n.

\d=dmin

We now define the N-dimensional partial cut-off rate
as :
]/ dmax

R o ( N ) : = _N1 log2

"~

( E

ff(d2)e(d2)~

\d=dmin

-

~av

N 4P(C)

(21)

(23)

d2min

./

to the N-dimensional error probability by

N---~<x~

Ro(N), where both Ro(N) and -Ro are

expressed in bits per dimension.
It should be pointed out that Theorem 3 can be used
for a particular code (coded constellation) as well as for
the random code : it suffices to apply Theorem 1 instead
of Theorem 2 in its derivation. Hence, an interesting way
to compare different codes is to calculate their respective
partial cut-off rates, i.e. for the/-th code :
(24)

R#~

:=-N

1

Pc(N).
Proof. The N-dimensional error rate is expressed as :
P~(N)=P(U2err~

i - t h 2D symbol)

N/2
i=1

where we have used both the union bound and the
constellation symmetry. Furthermore, the 2-dimensional
error probability can be evaluated by :
(28)

Pc(2) = E[number of errors per

the word error standing here for erroneous2D symbol.
The average number of errors can be expressed as :

N/2
errors per ND]=E iP(i

P#Z(d2)e(d2)"

E

(25)

R0(N)m := - N l~

e(d~)~

the subscript m standing here for min or mean. In the
latter case we define dmean := [E(d2)] 1/2. The rate
Ro(N) can be estimated by the following theorem :
5/18

errors per

ND)

i=0

N/2
N E P(i
-<7

d=dmln

The evaluation of such partial rates involves knowing the
complete distance spectrum which is, to some extent,
hard to obtain. Hence, we consider two special rates
related to the partial cut-off rate :

ND],

U/2

(29) E [ #

dmax

l~

~7Pe(N) <_

Pc(2) <

where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution {p(d2)}, the term P(0) not being taken into
account. This leads to E(R, Ro) = Ro(N) - R and the
proof follows. QED.
by R0 := lim

4P(C)

Lemma 5. Assuming N an even integer, the 2dimensional error probability of symmetrical constellations (like lattice or randomly coded ones) is related

(27)

Definition 2. The cut-off rate, R0, is related to Ro (N)

N

In order to compare the performance of uncoded and
coded constellations, we must use the same criterion
for measuring the error rate. The probability of error
of uncoded constellations is currently expressed per
2-dimensional symbol, so the following lemma could
be useful.

[ 1/2erfc /~ V/d2/4
p - - ~ % v ) ~] bits/dim,

N1 l~

dmean ~/av

Additionally,
(30)

errors per

ND).

i=1

Pc(N) = P

i errors per
i=1

ND)
/

N/2
= E P(i

errors per

ND).

i=1

The proof is completed by combining (29) and (30).

QED.

ANN. T~LtCOMMUN., 47, n ~ 3-4, 1992
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Finite theta series.
It has long been recognized that good multidimensional coded constellations can be obtained using dense
finite-dimensional lattices. A lattice code ft is defined
here as a subset of a lattice A (or a translate of it) whose
points lie within a bounded region [14]. Clearly, the dimension of a lattice code is the same as that of the taken
lattice, that is, dim ft = dim A. The O series of an (unbounded) lattice A is given by [14, 15] :
(3O

(31)

OA(z) = E

analogy is found with bounds on the convolutionai codes
performance by Viterbi [5]. This bound is attributed to
Forney in [14, p. 73].
Lemma 7. The N-dimensional error rate of a coded
constellation ft taken from a lattice A is upper bounded
by :

P~(N)I~ < 1/2T(D;ft)ID=D o < 1/2T(D;A)ID=D o,
where T(D; .) are the transfer functions defined below
and Do := exp(-ad02), do being the minimal distance
of the uncoded constituent 2D constellation.

Proof. Consider the A-transfer function, T(D), 0 <
D < 1, of a lattice A defined as :

N(d2) wd~

d=O
fi

=1+

N ( d 2) w

d2

,

(32)

T ( D ; A ) :=
oo

d----drain

N(d2) Dd2/d~ = Oh(Z) ~o=D~/d~ -- 1.

E
d=dmin

where w ---- exp(Trjz)(j = v / ~ ) and N ( d 2) is the
number of lattice points at a squared distance d 2 from
one of its points, arbitrarily chosen as the origin. We
suggest now to define the finite theta series of a bounded
lattice ft according to :

Similarly, the ft-transfer function of a lattice code ft is
defined by :
(33)

T ( D ; f t ) :=
dmax

Definition 3 (finite theta series) :

E

dmax

Nav(d2) wd2

On(z) := E
d=0

dm~x

=1+

Z

N v(

d2

'

d=dmin

On the other hand, the exponential bound on the erfc(.)
function (*) results in :
e r f c ( ~ d 5) _< e x p ( - a d 2) = D d2/d~

(34)
where w = exp(Trjz) and Nav(d 2) denotes the average
number of signal pairs with squared Euclidean distance
d 2 within ft, as defined in Theorem 1.
The total number of constellation points is M = If~l,
the cardinaiity of the set ft. This function contains all
the information concerning the average neighbourhood
in the constellation. We mention that finite theta series,
as defined above, can be employed not only for lattice
codes but also for any bounded signal set.

Proposition 6. The finite theta series verifies the
properties :
dmax

= Z

Nav(d 2) -- M = Iftl

d=0

and

lim Of~(z) --~ Oh(Z),

M--*c~

provided the region which defines ft expands equally
enough in all dimensions, a condition generally met due
to symmetry constraints.
Indeed, the bounded lattice ft approaches the lattice
A when M increases indefinitely. It can be seen that
Ni(d 2) ---* N ( d 2) then becomes independent from i as
M ~ oo, and that Nav(d 2) ~ N(d2).
A bound on the performance of lattice coded systems
can now be developed which is based on theta series
and Theorem 1. In fact, we use transfer functions which
result from the theta series (either infinite or finite) by
giving its indeterminant a real value. A somewhat strong
ANN. T~.COMMtrN., 47, n ~ 3-4, 1992

Nay(d2) Dd~/d~ = Or~(Z) ~=D1/d ~ -- 1.

d:dmin

.
D=Do

Applying this inequality to the upper bound of
Theorem 1 readily results in the (weaker) bound :
(35)

P~(N) f~ < 1/2

dmax

Nav(d2) DdZ/dg

E
d----drain

D=Do

= 1/2T(D; ft)

D=Do"

Furthermore, since Nav(d 2) < N(d2), it is easily verified that (VD) T(D; ft) <_ T(D; A), completing the
proof. QED.
The bound on the error probability based on the Atransfer function is less tight than the one based on the
ft-transfer function, but it is quite straightforward to
obtain. Moreover, it can be improved in the following
way : a truncated transfer function T(D; [A]) of a lattice
A is defined as :
(36)

T(D;[A]) :=

TRUNC Oh(Z)
deg Oh >d~a x

1/~' -- 1,
w=D

o

where TRUNCindicates that the O series written as a polynomial of w has been truncated to a finite degree but no

(*) Of course, other bounds could be used here.
6/18
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less than d2max. Thus, possible convergence problems are
avoided. In the cases where dmax is unknown, the theta
series may be truncated to the minimal degree greater
than or equal to N/2 max d2, where S = A(f~2) denotes

Corollary 9. The first two moments of the distance
distribution P(d 2) are given by the formulae :

the set of all conceivable squared Euclidean distances
between two points in a constituent 2D constellation.
As a consequence of (36) :

and

do2 dT(D;f~)
E ( d 2 ) - I~1
dD

d2ES

(37)

d 4 [d2T(D; f~)
E[(d2)21 = ~ [ dD 2

D=I +

D=I
dT(D; f~)
]
dD
D=I "

Besides transfer functions we are also concerned with
related functions given by :

T(D;f2) D=Do ~ T(D; [A]) D=Do
<_T(D; A) D=Do"

Definition 4 (complete transfer function) : the complete transfer function, namely TN(D), of an Ndimensional lattice A (or an N-dimensional bounded
constellation fi) is defined as :

TN(D) := 1 + T(D; g) = Og(z) ~o=D1/d],
IlL

EUCLIDEAN

DISTANCE

SPECTRUM

OF RANDOM

CODES

Besides the minimum squared distance, we are especially interested in the first and second moments of the
Euclidean distance distribution p(d2), denoted respectively by E(d 2) and E[(d2)2]. The next lemma presents
some interesting properties relating these parameters to
the theta series of a constellation.
Lemma 8. The average and the second moment of
the squared Euclidean distance of a constellation ~2, are
given by :
1 dOn(z)
E ( d 2 ) - If~l dw
wzl

1 (d2Oa(z)
and E([d2] 2) = T-~ \ dw2 +

dOa(z))
w=l'
d~

Proof. First, we notice that :
(38)

dOn(Z)dw~~ =
dmax

dmax

Nav(d2)d2=Ia[ ~
9d = d m i n

P(d2) d2,

d:dmin

d2On(z)

dm~x

= E
w:l

TN(D) = [T2(D)]g/2.

Taking random coding into account, the complete transfer function TN(D) of such a coded multidimensional
constellation is given by :
(42) T N ( D ) - Mood TN(D)= q-(N-K)/2TN(D),
Munc
which is an immediate consequence of Assumption 1.
Also, obviously, TN(1) = [T2(1)]N/2 = qN/2 and
TN(1) = qK/2, as expected (see Proposition 6).
We are interested in the squared distance distribution
(spectrum) of the random coded-modulation, p(d2), so
we will use Corollary 9. Initially, we calculate the derivatives of the complete transfer function. Henceforth, for
the sake of simplicity, we denote dT(D)/dD by 20(D) :
N
(43.1)
TN(D) = --~[T2(D)]N/2-1. ~b2(D)
and

[7~2(D)] 2 + [T2(D)]N/2-1. ~b2 (D)}.

Nav(d2)d2(d2 - 1),

d--~dmin

Now, we are able to establish the next result.

which can be arranged as :
(40)

(41)

(43.2)

and the first part follows.
Furthermore,
(39)

where g stands for A or ft.
It is clear heterofore if the complete transfer function
concerns either a lattice or a bounded constellation.
For the multidimensional uncoded constellation specified earlier, it can be seen by a combinatorial approach
of the generating function [16] that :

Theorem 10. The mean and variance of the squared
Euclidean distance between two points of a multidimensional random coded constellation are, respectively :

d2On(Z)dw2w=l

E(d 2) = d 2 N { 7~2(1)
0 2 7"2(1)j '
k,d=dmin

d=dmin

and

proving the second part. QED.
Lemma 8 can be rewritten in terms of the transfer
function of a bounded lattice as :
7/18

cr2(d2)=d4-2 -

T~

+ 7"2(1-----7 [T2(1)J

"
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Proof. By Corollary 9, we have (the second equality
results from Assumption 1) :

We get the desired form of the squared distance variance
by inserting (47) and (45) into ~r2(d 2) = E([d2] 2) E2(d2), which completes the proof. QED.

(44)
E(d2)-

qK/2
d2 dTN(D)dD D=I - q-N7~2
d2 dTN(D)~ 9=1"
Examples.

Substituting (43.1) in (44)
T2(1) = q, it follows :

and remembering

that

N [T2(1)] N/2
(45)

E ( d 2 ) = q~/2-~

T--~

2/"2(1)

92 N T2(1)
-a0The second moment is given by :

We intend to apply the above results to a number of
multidimensional random coded constellations. To begin
with, let us consider a few constituent 2-dimensional
constellations with alphabet size q = 4, 8, 16, and 32
for example (Fig. 1). Next, we evaluate the finite theta
series as well as the transfer function of such signal sets
(cf. Appendix A). Their respective transfer functions are
given below.
T2(D) = 1 + 2 9 + 1 9 2

(46)

T2(D) = 1 + 2.0D + 1.5D 2 + 1.0D 4 + 2.0D 5 + 0.5D 1~

d~ ( d 2 T N ( D )
E([d212) = q - - ~

~

~

dTN(D)
D = I "q'-

_

"~

)
D=I

d0a rh;

q-~/it~N (1) + 7~N(1)].

T2(D) = 1 + 3.0D + 2.25D 2 + 2.0D 4 + 3 . 0 D 5 +
1.0D 8 + 1.0D 9 + 1.SD 1~ + 1.0D 13 + 0.25D 18

T2(D) = 1 + 3.25D + 2.875D 2 + 2.5D 4 + 4 . 5 D 5 +
1.75D s + 1.75D 9 + 3.25D 1~ + 2.5D 13 + 1D16+

Combining (43.1), (43.2) and the above equation, we
find out after further simplications :
(47)

E([d2]) = do42
7"2(1)

1)

(N_

+

_
T2 (1)]
[T2(1)] 2 + T2(1) J "

_

2 D 17 + 0.875D is + 1.5D 2~ + 1.SD 2s + 0.75D~6+
0.SD 29 + 0.25D 32 + 0.25D 34.
A simple, but striking, example o f our approach makes
allowance for an N-dimensional coded constellation
with constituent 2-dimensional signal set of size 1 21 =
16. Then :
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d) M = 32
T2(D) = 1 + 3.25D + 2.875D2 + 2.5D4 + 4.5D 6 + 1.75D8 +
1.75D9 + 3.25D1~ + 2.5D13 + 1D16 + 2D17 + 0.875D18 +
1.5D20 + 1.5D25 + 0.75D26 + 0.5D29 + 0.25D32 + 0.25D4.

FIG. 1. - - M-point QAMconstituent constellations and their respective 2-dimensional transfer functions.

Constellations MAQconstituantes d M points et leursfonctions de transfert d 2 dimensions.
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T2(D) = 1 + 3D 1 + 2.25D 2 + 2D 4 + 3 D 5 +

where q~(x) -

1

1D s + 1D 9 + 1.5D 1~ + 1D 13 + 0.25D is,
562(D) = 3 + 4.5D + 8D 3 + 15D 4 + 8D 7 + 9 D S +
15D 9 + 13D 12 + 4.5D 17,
~b2 (D) = 4.5 + 24D 2 + 60D 3 + 56D 6 + 7 2 D 7 +
135D s + 156D 11 + 76.5D 16,
so that T2(1) = 16, ~b2(1) = 80 and ~b2 (1) = 584.
Hence, assuming do = 2, the distance spectrum is
mainly characterized by :
E(d 2) = 5 N / 2 and 0-2(d2) = 16.5 N / 2 .

{Pj} with respect to {Pj} namely, E p j log~ ( p ~ ) ,
J
which measures in a certain sense the vicinity between
two distributions [17]. For the random coded constellation based on a 16-point constituent constellation, with
K = d e g T 2 ( D ) -- 18, the results are given in the
Table I.
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0,2
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N ~ 0.I
la.

I

0,0

]

o

I , b2

1o

Ill ,I

0.0 ,

, S2

tO

2o

a) N = 2

20

b) N = 4

o.3].

0.3'

00,.
0

9

,.

o.o+.,~.~q_.___~

20

10

0

82

10

c) N = 8

FIG. 2. - - Evolution of normalized squared Euclidean distance spectrum of random coded constellations based on a 16-QAM constituent
constellation for increasing dimensionality N.
Evolution du spectre de distance euclidienne carrie normalis~e de
constellations cod(es al~atoirement~ partir d'une constellation constituante MAQd 16 points quand le nombreN des dimensions augmente.

one as the dimensionality
of the central limit theotendency, let us consider
real line, defined by the

half-open intervals ( Z j - l , Z j ] , j = 1 , 2 , . . " ' 2N K
where z0 := - c r

9

.-

j-1,1

(U/2-----~

< j < NK
-

-

2

+2,
+

1,

and ZNK/2+2 := + c r where K denotes the degree of
Had the squared Euclidean distance a normal distribution of m e a n / z and variance 0-2, then the probability
of belonging to the j-th class would be :

o(z

9/18

Cross-entropy

2

20

0.896

4

38

0.247

8

74

0.048

16

146

0.017

nl,m"

d2

W:-~

N/2

=

"2J~~

a~ T - - ~

20

d) N= 16

butions approach a Gaussian
increases, as a consequence
rem. In order to check this
( N / 2 ) K + 2 classes on the

Number of classes

It can be seen, as expected, that the cross-entropy
decreases as dimension increases.
When the dimensionality increases, there is some
kind of squared distance concentration near the average
distance, since the squared distance spread (relative to
the mean) tends asymptotically to zero. More precisely :

9

1 b2

N

Theorem
11 (normalized distance hardening) : the
squared Euclidean distance of multidimensional random
coded constellations verifies :

,,- 0,
0
dk.

e x p ( - x 2 / 2 ) d x i is the normal

cumulative distribution function.
Let pj be the probability of the j-th class calculated
from the actual squared distance spectrum. We computed the Kullback direct divergence (or cross-entropy) of

Plots of the distance spectrum for a few dimensions
are exhibited in Figure 2. We expect that these distri0.2"

7

where plim denotes the limit in probability.
Proof. We first define a variable 5, namely the
2-dimensional distance (or normalized distance), according to 62 := d 2 / ( N / 2 ) . Clearly, 0 _< 62 < d e g T 2 ( D ) .
It follows from Theorem 10 that :
d4 K2
(48)
E(62) -- d2K1 and 0-2(62) -- -N-~-/2'
where K1 and K2 are, respectively, the two terms into
brackets in Theorem 109 Thus, Chebyshev's inequality
results in :
(49)

P(I62 - E(62)1 > e) < d3. K2 - . 0,
(N/2)e 2

which goes to zero as N increases indefinitely9 QED.
Roughly speaking, this theorem asserts that
N ( E ( 6 2 ) ) ~ M ( 1 - o(1)) for very high dimensionality
(Landau notation). Now the partial cut-off rate can be
written as - R o ( U ) = - l / U l o g 2 E[1/2 e r f c ( ~ ) ] .
Thus, there exist very few long coded constellations
for which the normalized squared distance exceeds the
hardening distance by an appreciable margin. A similar
behaviour has been found for the minimum Hamming
distance in the ensemble of binary codes having a fixed
ratio K I N [18] namely :
ANy. TI~LI~COMMUN.,47,
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M-1

P

~

>e

40

as N ~ ,

(50)

E(L)=

1

y~ P(si)E(Lls, ) = ~ ~ E ( L l s i ).
i----0

where d is the minimum Hamming distance, and p is
the smallest solution of 1 - /-/2(io) = K/N, where
H2(p) := - p l o g 2 p - (1 - p)log2(1 - p) is the binary
entropy function. This asserts that there exist very few
long codes lying far from the Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
The distance hardening phenomenon which occurs in
the Euclidean space thus appears as the same kind of
behaviour as that of the binary codes with respect to the
Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
It can be seen ex post fact that the average squared
distance becomes dominant on the error rate performance as dimensionality increases. Thus, the minimum
distance is not significant for long codes. This meets the
recent criticism of the minimum distance criterion by
Battail [7-8].

i

We define then the following sets, Ei,t := {U {sj }ldl-i (si,
sj) = l}, 0 <_ i <_ M - l , 0 <_ 1 <_ N/2, where
dH (si, sj) is the Hamming distance between the signals
si and sj in terms of their constituent 2D symbols. We
can therefore write :

N/2
(51)

IP(decs 9 Ei,t).

E(Llsi ) = ~
/ =0

Defining the associated index sets as Ti,1 := {j E
O, 1,..., M - l[dH(Si, sj) = l}, we thus have :

dec0
Again, we can build a partition on the index set
according to :
(53)

T i,t=
d {J 9
= lfqd2(si,sj) = d2},d 2 > 0.

IV.

MORE ON THE ERROR
PROBABILITY BOUNDS

Applying this partition on the index set yields

U

U(s

}9

d=dmin jeTd l

Naturally, the upper bounds so far introduced concern
the N-dimensional (block) error probability. We are also
interested in obtaining upper bounds on the random
coded-modulation performance on the basis of the 2D
error probability criterion (symbol error rate). To this
end we introduce a second variable L in the complete
transfer function, namely.
Definition 5 (two-parameter transfer function)
dmax

T(D,L;f~) := E
d=dmin

N/2

E

Nav(d2'l)Dd~/d~Ll

Now, the union bound results in :
N/2

(54)

E(LIs')= E

N/2
E Nav(d2'l) = N~v(d2)"

We shall denote by N/(d 2, l) := ]T~dl] the cardinality of
the set

N/2
Tai,1. Certainly, E Ni(d2' l) = Ni(d2).
1=0

By the same token as Theorem 1, it is found that :
(55)

dmax

E(L[si) <_ E

lNi(d2'l)e(d2)'

E

/ =0

d=dmin

and finally,
N/2

(56)

E(L) < E

dmax

INav(d2'l)e(d2)'

E

l----0 d=dmin
1 M--1

l=l

where
Theorem 12. The 2-dimensional error probability of a
multidimensional constellation f~ is upper bounded by :

L=I,D=Do

where T(D, L; r) is the transfer function of ft according
to Definition 5 and Do was introduced in Lemma 7.
Proof. We shall follow quite closely the proof of
Theorem 1. Let L be the number of erroneous symbols after decoding. The average number of faulty
2-dimensional symbols per N-dimensional signal is :
ANN. TI~LI~COMMUN.,47, n~ 3-4, 1992
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N/2

where Nav(d 2, l) is the average number of signal pairs
with both squared distance d 2 and l different 2D symbols.
An interesting property of this new function is that
T(D, 1; f~) = T(D; fl), since :

E IP(si ~ sj).

E

/ =0

1=1

10T(D, L; f~)
Pe(2) < N
OL

dmax

Nav(d2,l) := ~ E

Ni(d2'l) is the average

i=0

number of pairs of signal having both squared Euclidean
distance d 2 and l distinct symbols.
By using the exponential bound on the erfc(.) function, (56) can be rewritten as :
(57)
dmax N/2

E(L) <_ 1/2 E

E lNav(d2'l)Dd2/d~lD=D~

d=dmi~ /=1

On the other hand, it can be seen from definition 5 that :
10/18
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(58)
OT(D, L; f~)
cOL

dmax

E
d=dmin

N/2

so we obtain an expression of the transfer function in
terms of that of its 2D constituent :

E lNav(d2'l)Dd:/d~Lt-l"

(65)

Comparing (58) and the right hand side of (57), we
recognize that :
(59)

E(L) <

T(D,L;f~) = [T2(D,L)] N/2 - 1.

l=1

1/2
, 0T(D,
O-iL; f~) g=l,D=Oo"

In order to apply Theorem 12, we take the partial
derivative of the above function with respect to L,
resulting in :
(66) OT(D, L; f~)
N
OT2(D, L)

OL

- 2 [T2(D'L)]N/2-1

Furthermore, the 2-dimensional symbol error probability

Furthermore, it can be seen from (63) that :

can be found to be Pe(2) - E(L)
N/2 so the claimed bound

(67)

OL

"

OT2(D,oLL) L:I = T2(D) - 1.

follows. QED.
L e m m a 13. The upper bound on the 2-dimensional
error probability (Theorem 12) is less than or equal to
that on the N-dimensional error probability (Lemma 7),
that is,

10T(D, L; f~) L=I,D=Do
N
OL
<_1/2T(D, L; f~) L=l,D=Do"

Therefore, the result follows by inserting (67) into (66)
and then applying Theorem 12. QED.
This Can be illustrated by the example of the random coded constellation with a 4-point constituent 2D
constellation. In that event, we have T2(D, L) = 1 +
2DL + 1D2L. For N = 4, for instance, it follows that
T4(D, L) = l+4DL+(2L+4L2)D2+4D3L2+lD4L 2.
The bound on the symbol error rate resulting from the
previous theorem is Pr
_< Do+2.502+2D]+O.5D~.

Proof. Using definition 5, bound (35) on the Ndimensional error rate can be rewritten as :
(60)

V.

P,(N) <_1/2T(D,L;f~)IL=I,D=Do.

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
OF VERY LONG CODES

Furthermore, it can be noted from (58) that :
(61)

OT(D,oLL;f~)

L=I

<
--

N/2
dm~x N/2

E
d:dmin

E Nav(d2'l)Da2/d~'
/=1

since 1 < N/2 always holds. Accordingly, the asserted
inequality follows by dividing both members by N. QED.
In the following, these results are applied to multidimensional constellations with random coded modulation.
Theorem 14. The symbol error rate of multidimensional random coded constellations is upper bounded by :

P~(2) _< 1/2T2(Do) N/2 [T2(D0) - 1]

Tu(Do)

Proof. First, we consider the constituent 2-dimensional constellation f~2. We introduce then the twovariable transfer function in agreement with :
(62)

N---~ or

provided R < R0. Therefore, recalling (14), we can
write :
L
--

(68) N~lim P~(N)

.

T2 (D, L) = 1 + L [T2(D) - 1].

1

= N-~oolimLlim ~ E Pe#t(N) = O.
l=l

T(D, L; f~2) = LT(D; ft2).

Consequently, the associated complete transfer function
is :
(63)

Another question which should be addressed is about
the famous statement (almost) all codes are good, now
thinking of the coded modulation context. We present
below a straightforward theorem which clarifies this
point.
Theorem 15 (all coded constellations are good).
Given an arbitrary e > 0, if we pick at random a
particular coded (redundant) signal set #1 with length
N --+ co, then almost surely (a.s.) it is a good one (that
is, P]Z(N) < e), provided R < R0.
Proof. The theorem on the partial cut-off rate asserts
that Pe(N) <_exp2(-N[Ro(N) - R]). Applying then
Definition 2, it follows readily that lim Pe(N) = O,

Changing the order of the limits, we get :
L

(69)

[limooP~t(N)] --0,

lira 1
l=1

Obviously, one has T2(D, 1) = T2(D) as expected. We
go further to N-dimensions and calculate the complete
transfer function :

still assuming that R < R0.
On the other hand, given e > 0, we define bad and
good sets, respectively, by :

TN(D, L) = [T2(D, L)] N/2,

B~(L) := {161,2,...,Ll lim P~I(N) > e}

(64)
11/18
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L
1
P(52) ----i--,~limz E P # 1 ( 6 2 ) .
l=l

and

Ge(L) := {I E 1 , 2 , . . . , L l N l i m P~t(N ) < e}.
Thus, the bad set is an index set pointing out all the codes
for which the ND-error probability is not arbitrarily
small, as the dimensionality increases without limit. Of
course, (Ve)IBdL)I + IGdL)I = L since every code is
either good or bad. Let Be (resp. Ge) be the bad (resp.
good) set when L increases indefinitely. Accordingly,

(71)

Summing up for any 52 E Be(K, n) and changing the
order of summations in the right-hand side, we get 9
(72)

P(52 inBC(K,n))= lim 1
L---.oo L
L
E P # 1 ( ~ 5 2 in BC(K,~)).

I=1
(70)

0 = L~oo
lim Z1 ~ [ l i m Pet(N) ] >
/=1
lim Z1 {IBe(L)I " e + IGe(L)]" 0}.

L---*or

More rigorously, for e, e' > O, there exists N,~, such
that P~(N) < ee' for N > N~,. We thus have :

ee' > P~(N) >_L-11Be(L)le,
and the result follows from the fact that e' is arbitrary.
Furthermore, ISe(i)I/i converges a.s. (by the strong
law of large numbers) to the probability of picking a
bad code, P(B~), that is, lim IBe(i)l i -1 = P(Be)
L--,~
a.s. Hence, we find out P(Be)e < 0 a.s. which implies
P(Be) = 0 a.s. Thus, except for a set of measure zero,
all the codes have vanishing error probability as N goes
to infinity. QED.
Indeed, like the random codes, random coded constellations are not uniformly good but similar remarks ([19],
p. 39) can be made.
Corollary 16. Almost all coded constellations exhibit
virtually the same performance, provided their number
of dimensions is very large.
Proof Consider two arbitrary codes, denoted by the
superscripts # i and # j , respectively. We shall prove that
almost surely IPffi(N) - P~#9(N)I _< e when N ~ c~.
Conversely, assume that ] P e # i ( N ) - P#J(N)] > e.
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that
Pe#i(N) > Pe#J(N) so that Pe#i(N) > e + Pe#J(N) >
e. Hence, at least one of the two codes must belong to
the bad set when N increases indefinitely. Therefore,

P(IP~#i(N)- P~#J(N)I > e) <_ P(i U j E Be) <_
2P(Be) which goes a.s. to zero and the claimed statement follows. QED.
Any open interval on the real line is denoted henceforth by an open ball of center K and radius e;,
B(K, a) = { ~ 2 1 1 5 2 - K I < n}, and its complementary
event by B~(K, ~) = n \ B(K, ~).
L e m m a 17. Almost all constellations exhibit the
distance hardening phenomenon as their dimensionality
increases indefinitely.
Proof Let K = E(52) and an arbitrary a > 0.
We want to show that a very long code picked at
random satisfies P#i(152 - E(52)1 > a) = P#i(52 in
Br
---, 0 a.s. From (16) and Definition l, we
have :

ANN.TELI~COMMUN.47,
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When N increases without limit, Theorem 11 implies
that :
L
lim lim 1 E P#1(52 in BC(K,~))=0.
N---.oo L---~c~
l=l
Now the proof follows quite close to that of Theore m 15. We define here the bad and good sets to be,
respectively :

BL(e) :---- {1---- 1 , 2 , . . . , L I
lim P#/(52 in Bc(g,~))> e}
N---+~

and

Gi(e) :----{1 ----1 , 2 , . . . , L [
lim P#t(52 in BC(K,a))_< e}.
N---~ oo

The proof is then completed by the same reasoning as
for Theorem 15. QED.
Definition 6. Given e > 0, two discrete distributions

P#i(x) and P#J(x) are said to be e-indistinguishable
iff one has :
(VK E R)(Vn > 0)
]P#i(x in B ( g , t ~ ) ) - P # J ( x in B(K,~))I <

e.

We can see the e-indistinguishability as a binary operation between distributions which will be denoted by
Me. Further properties of this relation are presented in
Appendix B.
D e f i n i t i o n 7 (quasi-identical codes) : two coded
signal sets denoted by superscripts # i and # j are
said to be identical within e (quasi-identical) iff their
normalized squared distance distributions are e-indistinguishable.
The relation '~e asymptotically induces an equivalence relation among codes as N increases (see Appendix B). In the following, we show that all large constellations become equivalent in the above sense. We adopt
Sup (resp. Inf) to denote the least upper bound (resp.
greatest lower bound).

Theorem 18. For any e > 0, almost all codes (coded
constellations) are quasi-identical to the average code
(random code), provided their dimensionality N is very
large.
Proof We pick at random a redundant constellation
(superscript # i ) on the assumption that the dimension
is high enough. We intend to apply 1)2 (Appendix B)
12/18
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to show that P#i(62) ~E P(62). Given any n > 0, we
begin by splitting R + into two sets, namely :
Ro+ := { K E R+IE(62) E BC(K,~)}
and R + :---- { g E R+IE(62) E B ( K , ~ ) } .
Now we must evaluate :
(73)
max
sup
S={~0+,~/+ } K E S

IF#i(62 in

B(g,
:=

max

sup

F,,(K)<

F~(K) on R+.

In

B(K,t~)).

sup F,,(K) < e/2 + e / 2 < e
K~Ro+
Secondly, we carry out the supremum of
Now we use the fact that :
(75)

a.s.

F,~(K) on R/+.

(76)

F~(K)~

sup I 1 -

P#i(52

E]I(R,N)

where

in B ( K , ~ ) ) I +

KE~

sup I1 - ~ ( 5 2
KeR~

in

Eo#'(p, g)

B(K,~)I,

p>0

Eo#l(p,g)]

1

P~ (d2)e(d2)f-~

'

where e(d 2) denotes the pairwise error probability of any
pair of signal points whose squared Euclidean distance
is d 2 and where Pi#t(d2) := Ni#l(d2)/M is the distance spectrum of the code # l , conditioned on si being
transmitted.
The proof of this lemma, which relies on the same
inequalities as used by Gallager [20], is given in Appendix C.
Some comments would be worthwhile. First, we mention as a particular case a Bhattacharyya-union type
bound which corresponds to let p = 1 :
R]},

where we have defined a code cutoff rate according to :

F,~(K) < {1 -

inf P#i(52 in

B(K,t~))}+

Rift(N)

: : E0#t(1, g ) .

KER/+

KeR,+

{1-

inf ~(62 in B ( K , ~ ) ) } .

K~R,+

Once again, hardening properties lead to :
sup F,d g
KeR +

)<

e/2 + e/2

a.s.

The proof is completed by combining (75) and (78) with
(73). QED.
This theorem has the following corollary :
Corollary 19. Almost all codes become quasi-identical for any e > 0 as N increases without limit.
Proof. Consequence of both the above theorem and
the asymptotic transitivity property of the relation ,,~
(see P3, Appendix B). QED.

It should be pointed out that this definition is close to
that of the conventional cutoff rate R0.
Secondly, note that each code # l has an upper bound
expressed in the above form. However, it is quite difficult to calculate bounds for a particular code since its
own distance spectrum should be known. Hence, we
would like to consider random coding which deals with
all codes and whose distance spectrum is simpler to
obtain but, unlike Theorem 2, it is now impossible to
directly derive an inequality valid in the average and
involving an unnormalized distance profile from the inequalities valid for each of L codes. This can be done
again by following Gallager [20], resulting in :
Theorem 21. The average N-dimensional (block)
error probability is upper bounded as :

P~(N) < exp2{-N[-pR + Eo(p, N)]},
VI.

GALLAGER TYPE BOUNDS
FOR CODED MODULATION

In this section we intend to derive upper bounds on
the error probability of finite-dimensional coded constel13/18

is a

:=

Pe#t(N) < exp2{-N[RifZ(N) -

(77)

(78)

:-- s u p [ - p R +

N l~

yielding :
sup

z(R, N)],

i=0 Ld=dmin

It follows from the squared distance hardening properties
(Theorem 15 and Lemma 17) that :

sup

p # t (N) < exP2 [-NEr

reliability function of the code :

sup p#i(52 in B ( g , t ~ ) ) +
sup p(62 in
KeRo+

KE~

Lemma 2t). The N-dimensional (block) error probability P~(N) for a particular code, say with superscript
# l , is upper bounded by :

+ +
S={~o ,~i } K E S

Firstly, we carry out the supremum of
this case we have :
(74)

s(g, ~))]
sup F,~(K).

n)) - p(52 in

lations with M equally likely signals on an additive
white Gaussian noise channel. These bounds are, in
many ways, similar to those by Gallager [20]. They
therefore extend bounds established in the previous sections. Again, by abuse of language, a coded constellation
will be referred to indistinctly as a code.

0 < p _< 1,

where :
E0(p, N) :=
log 2

M

P(d )e(d

)l+.j
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and P ( d 2) :=

1--

2

-~N~v(d ),

the average normalized

distance profile of the code.
Sketch of the proof. Let P(e[s~) be the error probability of a code assumed to be chosen at random, when
si was transmitted (for the sake of brevity, we dropped
the superscript # l ) . Using otherwise the same notation
as in Section II, we may write for this particular code :

P(elsd = ~_,P(sjlsi)
j#i

=~P(sjlsi)~ij,
j

where ffJij = 1 if there exists l such that P(sj[$l) >
P(sj[si), fftij = 0 otherwise. An upper bound of ff/ij is
clearly :

r~--~P(sjls,)@
_

- - Z - T -

p(sjlsi)r_~

not depend on si and equals the mean error probability
denoted by P~(N). All the terms in the sum on j are
moreover equal. We thus have :

P~(N)

= E[P(elsi)] _< ( M - 1)PM
"1

It is difficult to compute the probability P(sj Isi) but,
as we did in the proof of Theorem 1, we can upper bound
it by the corresponding pairwise error probability :
(79)

P(sjlsi) <_P(s, ~ sj),

hence

-Pe(N) <_(M -1)PM [E [P(si --* sj)r~ ]] p+I .
"

When computing the expectation, we may gather the
terms which correspond to a same Euclidean distance d,
as we did in the proof of Theorem 2, which results in :

, p > O .

Thus

[~--~P(s~Isl)~-+z~P}
P(elsi) <_E3. {P(sjlsi)

E P(si --* sj) r-4; = -~

E

N~v(d2le(d2)~}";

d=dmin
1 - -

we let P ( d 2) := ~ N a v ( d

2

) so we get :

~(N)_<(M- 1)PM[ ~

F dmax

=

by

-finally, the sum and expectation may still be
interverted after it has been done. All these changes
result in :

E[P(elsi)] <

Now E [P(sj Ist) ~ ] is independent from st, hence equal
to E[P(sj[si) r~] for every i r j. Also, E[P(elsi)] does
ANN."I'~COMMUN..47, n~ 3-4, 1992

1

kd=dmin

9

Since coding is random, the probabilities P(sjlsi)
are random variables. We intend to upper bound the
expectation of P(elsd. To this end, we shall upper bound
the expectation of the right hand side in the previous
inequality. We notice that :
-the expectation of the sum over j equals the sum
of the expectations of its terms;
-the term into braces is the product of two independent random variables so its expectation is the product
of their expectations;
- - if we restrict ourselves to p < 1, then E ( X p) <
[E(X)]O for any random variable X so we may replace

-] p + l

P(d2)e(d2)~-~

Neglecting 1 with respect to M , remembering that M =
e x p 2 ( N R ) and letting :
(80)

Eo(p,N) :=
l log?
N

M

E

P(dZ)e(d2)i~[

Ud=dmin

J

we obtain the expected bound :

-Pc(N) <_exp2{-N[(-pR + E 0 ( p , N ) ] } ,

p < 1.

This bound is valid as far as Eo(p,N) > 0. It
closely resembles that of L e m m a 20, except that the
average distance profile instead of that of a particular
code appears in the reliability function (80) and that p
is now restricted to the range 0 < p < 1.
This restriction on p means that the Bhattacharyyaunion bound plays a special role. The discussion of the
bound of Theorem 21 can follow closely that of Gallager
[20]. The tightest bound is obtained for the largest
exponent Eo(p, N)-pR, but since p is constrained to be
at most 1, the Bhattacharyya-union bound is the tightest
one at the smallest rates. As one wants to increase the
rate beyond some limit, however, the tightest bound
corresponds to decreasing p. If the bound used the
probabilities P(sj ]si), then the envelope of the exponent
curves would have become tangent to the R axis at
R = C, the channel capacity, as p ---+ 0. However, the
above bound was computed in terms of P(si ~ sj)
instead of P(sj Isi) and the behaviour of the exponential
bound as the rate increases is not clear. The condition
E0 (p, N ) > 0 may restrict the rate to a value less than
the capacity, reached for p strictly positive.
14/18
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We feel that the above bound is tight for very high
dimensional codes, which makes it interesting in order
to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of very long codes.
Indeed, it is not very tight for either short codes or low
signal-to-noise ratios.

APPENDIX A

D e t e r m i n a t i o n of the transfer function
of a constituent 2 D constellation

VII.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We applied Shannon's random coding argument to
coded modulation. Upper bounds on the block and symbol error probability of finite-dimensional constellations
have been developed. We defined a partial cut-off rate
in terms of which we can upper bound the average error
probability. An open problem is the relationship between
the cut-off rate R0 and the conventional cut-off rate R0
[20]. A more general upper bound than the union bound
should be used to allow for higher rates. Added to that,
we mention that Hughes' cone bound [21] could be used
instead of the union bound in order to improve the error
probability estimation, especially for short codes.
Conceming the squared Euclidean distance distribution, parameters like its first two moments have been
calculated. The asymptotic behaviour of such systems
has been investigated. We have found that a hardening
phenomenon occurs with the normalized squared Euclidean distance. We have also shown that virtually all large
coded signal sets are good with probability asymptotically approaching one provided the rate does not exceed
a critical value. Finally, we examined how Gallager-type
bounds can be derived for coded modulation.
The investigations carried out in this paper hopefully provide a better insight into the performance of
multidimensional coded constellations. We should mention that still another facet of this problem namely, the
coding gains of lattice coded modulations, is addressed
in a forthcoming paper [22].

We intend here to clarify the process for determining
the finite theta series/transfer function of a constituent
2D constellation. The set of the distances between two
arbitrary points in the f~2 constellation is denoted by
A(~2). Since the number of signal points at a particular
squared distance d 2 E A(f~2) from a given point may
vary with this point, we are led to consider a matrix
N ( d 2) which exhibits the number of points at a squared
distance d 2 from each signal point. The average number of signal pairs with squared distance d 2,Nav (d2), is
found by averaging all the elements in the N ( d 2) matrix. Thus, finite theta series and transfer functions can
easily be determined according to Definitions 2 and 4.
This process is better understood by considering representative cases : the following ones concerns particular
signal sets, namely square/cross M-ary QAM.Moreover,
we assume do -- 2 for convenience.
CASE 1 : [~2[ = 4. The complex constellation

(4-ary QAM)is represented by the following matrix of
coordinates :
a2=

[ (-1,1)(1,1)
1
(-1,-1)
(1,-1) "

We have A(f~2) = {0, d02, 2d2}, and the neighbourhood
matrices are :
,

2

1

1

The finite theta series for this signal set is, therefore,
expressed by Oa2(z) = 1 + 2wd~ + lw2d~ so tlae
complete transfer function is T2(D) = 1 + 2D + 1D 2.
Additionally, we notice that N(0) has all its entries equal
to unity for any kind of signal set, so N~v(0) -- 1 as
expected.
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CASE 2 : [f~2[ = 16. The complex constellation
matrix for 16-ary QAM is given by :
' ( - 3 , 3) ( - 1 , 3) (1, 3) (3, 3)]
(-3, 1 ) ( - 1 ,
1) (1, 1 ) ( 3 ,
1)
a2= 1(_3,_1)
(-1,-1)
(1,-1)
(1, -1) "
L(-3,-3)
(-1,-3)
(1,-3)
(3, - 3 )
It can be readily checked that :
8dg, 9d~, 10do2, 13do2, 18d02}.
The respective neighbourhood matrices for every d 2 E
A(f~2) are :
ANN.TEL~COMMtrN..47, n~ 3-4, 1992
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N(d~)

N(5d~

N(10d02)

=

[i 33i]
[i i]
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4 4
4 4
3 3

N(2d02) =

4 4
4 4
3 3

N(8d~)

[22 2 2 i}
0 0
0 0
2

N(13do2)

2

[!2211 Ii 221]
[i
[i i]
4 4
4 4
2 2

N(4d02) =

2 2
2 2
2 2

1 1
1 1
1 1

N(9d2)

0 0
0 0
1 1

[12 1 1 i ]
0 0
0 0
1

0 0 il
0 0
0 0

1

The values of Nav(d2) for d 2 E A(f~2) are computed by
averaging all the elements in the corresponding matrix,
as previously described.

APPENDIX B
Properties of the relation ~

We present here a few properties of the relation "e
involving the definition of e-indistinguishable distributions.
P1. If P#i(x) "~1 P#J(x) then it follows that
P#~(x) "~2 P#J(x) provided e2 > el.
P2. A necessary and sufficient condition for two
distributions to be e-indistinguishable is that Vn > 0 :
sup IP#i(x in B ( K , n ) ) - P e J ( x
KeR

[~

N(lSd2 )

in B,a)) I < e.

P3. The relation induced by e-indistinguishable normalized squared distance distributions is asymptotically
an equivalence relation, that is,
a) "~e is reflexive,
b) ~.,~ is symmetric,
c) ,,~e is asymptotically transitive.
Proof. a) and b) are trivial. To prove c), given e > 0,
there exists N large enough such that p#i ~e/2 P # j
and P#J ,',oe/2 p#k. Now p#i ~e P#J and P#J ,,~
p#k follow from P1. The asymptotic transitivity follows
from P2 and the triangular inequality.

0

0

p. 197) which may be interpreted as special cases of
HSlder's inequality. We shall nevertheless give short
proofs of them. Then, we generalize the union bound
and apply the results obtained to evaluate performance
of combined coding and modulation schemes previously
described.
Proposition I (inequalities). Let I be a countable
index set. Any sequence {xi}i~l of real numbers verifies
the following inequalities :

(i)

~ Ixd _<

Ix~l~--~

, Vp _>0,

lxd ~+.

, Vp: - 1 < p < 0,

iE1

(ii)

Z

Ixd _>

iEI

Proof. The reasoning used here follows Gallager [20].
Clearly, for any p > 0,

[.[}--~ Ixjll/(l+") ]"

:= | j ~ l
'Ih
l ~ ~

(C1)

> 1

and therefore
(C2)

ZIx~l

~ ~ Ix,l~

iEl

iCI

so part (i) follows.
Furthermore, part (i) of Proposition I results in :
APPENDIX C

(C3)

Z

Ixd _<

Ix~l~

,

iEI

Propositions and proofs related
to Gailager type bounds

This Appendix is devoted to propositions and proofs
related to Gallager type bounds. First, we shall need
some useful inequalities given by Propositions I and II
below. Both are well known inequalities (see e.g. [20],
ANN. T~L~OMMUN., 47, n ~ 3-4, 1992

for any 0 < /3 < 1. Considering a given sequence
{Yi}iet, we apply (C3) to Iz~l = [yd 1/t~, which results
in:
(C4)

Z

Iy~I1/~ -<

ly~l

iE1

for any / 3 : 0 < / 3 < 1 .
16/18
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The proof of part (ii) is completed by raising both sides
to the power fl and by letting/~ = 1 + p ( - 1 < p __%0).
QED.

Proposition II. Let {xi}ici be a sequence of real
numbers and let {n~}iel denote a sequence of integers,
ni _> 0. Then for any p > 0, we have the inequality :

~ nilxil <_

Iz n~lx~lo-~

iEI

LiCI

9

Proof. We now assume that a new sequence of numbers, say {xi}ici, results from the previous sequence by
repeating each of its elements ni times. The cardinality
of the new index set P is clearly [I'[ = ( ~ e E / n / ) . A p plying Proposition I to this sequence of numbers results
in :

~ n~lxd = ~ Ix~l _<

(c5)

iCI

iEI'

The proof is completed by changing the index set from
I' to I. QED.

The conditional error probability can be bounded by
a (generalized) union bound as follows. Let s~ ~ sj
denote the event decoding sj when s~ is sent and sj
is considered the only alternative. We suppose that
maximum likelihood decoding (MLD)is carded out by the
decoder, which is optimal in the sense that it minimizes
the error rate. We also consider an index set T d defined
as :

T d : -- {j C 0, 1,. 9 M - 1 IJ r i, d 2 (s/, sj)

= d2}.

By a union bound argument, we find out :
dmax

(C9)

P(elsi ) < ~

~ P#t(si ~ sj),

d=dmin jET d

where P#t(s i ~ sj) is the pairwise error probability
which solely depends on d 2 but not on j. We denote by
e(d 2) the pairwise error probability of any pair of signal
points whose squared Euclidean distance is d 2.
Let gft(d 2) := IT~I denote the cardinality of the set
T d i.e., the number of signals at a squared distance d 2
from si. Applying then Proposition II to (C9), we get :
drnax

Ni#'(d2)e(d 2) <_

(ClO) P(elsd < ~
d:dmin

Proposition I may be applied in conjunction with the
union bound in order to derive a family of upper bounds
on the probability of a union of events. To begin with,
let {P(Aj)}jeI be the respective probabilities of events

{Aj}j~I.
Consequently, we can easily infer from part (i) of
Proposition I that, for any p _> 0,

Thus, a bound on the block error probability of a code
can be found by inserting (C10) into (C8). This can be
rewritten as :
(Cll)

(C6)

E
jEI

P(Aj) <

P(Aj)r-47

,

Proposition III (generalized union bound). Let
be an ensemble of (not necessarily disjoint)
events. Then the following bounds hold for any p _> 0 :

{Aj}jcz

p-l-1

P(UAjl
\jeI

<- [ E P ( A j ) r~]
kjeZ
J

/

Clearly, the union bound is the particular case corresponding to p = 0. Also, we get some kind of Bhattacharyyaunion bound for p = 1, namely :
(C7)

P

(U
\jeI

Aj) <_E E ~P(Ai)P(Aj).
/

ieI j e I

Furthermore, we mention that most bounds in this family
are strictly weaker than the union bound.
We are now able to give a proof of Lemma 20.
Proof of Lemraa 20. The error probability of a code,
say # l , can be evaluated in terms of the conditional error
probability given that a particular signal si is transmitted,
i.e.,
(C8)

Pe#t(N)=

M-1

~ 1p(els d.
i=0
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M - - 1 [ dma•

p+l

pt'(N) _<M" E / E
Ld=dmin

i=0

so we have established the following family of bounds.

p-F1

where Pi#l(d2) := N~#I(d2)/M is the (conditional)
distance spectrum of the code # l , still assuming that
p>0.
We now define a so-called Gallager function E0#l (p,
N), 0 _< p < co, according to :
(C12)

Eo#t(p,N) :=

lr ;x

1 log 2 E
P~l(d2)e(d2)r~
N
i=0 kd=dmin

,

(compare, for instance, with the E0(.) function defined
by Gallager on a discrete memoryless channel [20]).
Remembering that M
promptly that :
(C13)

=

exp2(NR), it follows

P~#l(N) < exp2{-N[-pR + Eo#t(p,N)]},

0_<p<oo.
Finally, we can choose the tightest bound by maximizing
the term into brackets in the above expression :
(C14)

E~#t(R,N)

:= s u p [ - p n +

Eo#t(p, N)],

p>0

and the proof follows. QED.
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